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Abstract. Overﬁtting to learning partners is a known problem, in multiagent reinforcement learning (MARL), due to the co-evolution of learning agents. Previous works explicitly add diversity to learning partners
for mitigating this problem. However, since there are many approaches
for introducing diversity, it is not clear which one should be used under
what circumstances. In this work, we clarify the situation and reveal that
widely used methods such as partner sampling and population-based
training are unreliable at introducing diversity under fully cooperative
multi-agent Markov decision process. We ﬁnd that generating pre-trained
partners is a simple yet eﬀective procedure to achieve diversity. Finally,
we highlight the impact of diversiﬁed learning partners on the generalization of learning agents using cross-play and ad-hoc team performance
as evaluation metrics.
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Introduction

Working with novel partners is one of the goals of artiﬁcial intelligence [20].
This becomes crucial for the agent and its partners to achieve an objective when
the agent is deployed to interact with unseen partners in the real world. For
instance, an autonomous car must be able to handle various driver types on the
road, including other autonomous vehicles and humans, to avoid accidents and
to safely reach the intended destination. Deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
has been used to solve complex tasks and domains in both single-agent and
multi-agent environments. However, in fully cooperative games, agents that are
trained together tend to exploit the common knowledge observed during training
culminating in them, thus unable to coordinate with unseen agents [4,13].
Achieving robust agents is not trivial especially when the agents produced
by DRL are very brittle [12]. A commonly used approach for alleviating this
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problem involves exposing the learning agent to a diverse set of partners during
the training period. However, there are various methods for adding behavioral
diversity to learning partners. In this work, we demonstrate that the methods
widely used in competitive games do not apply to cooperative counterparts using
a simpliﬁed two-player version of the Overcooked game. Cross-play [10] and adhoc team performance [20] are used to evaluate agents with unseen partners
where agents have no prior joint experience and have to act without additional
learning. This paper makes the following contributions:
1. We ﬁnd that vanilla self-play, partner sampling and, surprisingly, populationbased training (PBT) have the same diversity problem. This explains why
PBT agents are not more robust than self-play agents and cannot play well
with humans as reported in a recent work [4].
2. We illustrate that creating diversity by generating pre-trained partners is a
simple but eﬀective solution for fully cooperative environments.

2

Related Work

The ad-hoc teamwork problem has been proposed by Stone et al. [20] and,
since then, has been tackled using classical methods [2,3]. Recent work involving MARL such as [5,9,17] focus on agent coordination whereby the agents are
trained together to achieve the desired goal. Test-time performance (i.e., ad-hoc
team), however, is largely ignored by methods proposed recently, which only
consider the training performance. Many works [1,3,6,7] explicitly add diversity of training partners to improve the generalization of agents. Although they
have the same goal of obtaining a diverse set of training partners, the methods
they use are largely diﬀerent. It is not clear which method is applicable in what
circumstances since there is no documented comparison.

3
3.1

Materials and Methods
Overcooked as an Experimental Platform

The experiments in this paper are based on a simpliﬁed Overcooked game [4] to
test the agent’s ability to work with another agent (partner) under a fully cooperative environment. Here, we give a brief explanation of the game environment.
There are only two players in this environment. The objective of the game is
to cook and serve dishes of soup. There multiple collaborative subgoals before
serving the soup. Doing so gives all players a reward of 20. This game is fully
cooperative, meaning that all players share the total joint reward of the episode.
Both players are supposed to work together in this environment, thus learning
to coordinate and collaborate with their partner is crucial to achieving a high
score. Figure 1 shows the layout of the game used in the experiments.
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Diversification of Learning Partners

In competitive settings, [1] uses partner sampling (i.e., playing with uniformly
sampled past versions of the partner) to help stabilize training. Instead of uniformly sampling from past versions, [18] samples learning partners based on the
quality score. Furthermore, [16] use population-based training. Similarly, [21]
introduces prioritized ﬁctitious self-play (PFSP). On the other hand, in cooperative settings, various approaches have been used to acquire diversity during
training, including using domain knowledge to generate diverse training partners
[3,6], existing datasets [14,15] or a set of pre-trained agents [7].
Population-Based Training (PBT). PBT is a method for optimizing hyperparameters through concurrent learning agents by replacing weaker performers
with the mutated hyperparameters of stronger ones along with their current
(neural network) parameters. In each game, a learner πθ and several partners π−i ,
which are sampled from a population P , generate game trajectories.
h The learner’s
goal is to optimize the expected return, G(πi , π−i ) := Eπ−i ∼P [ t=0 γ t r|πi , π−i ],
where the policy πi is played using the learner policy πθ .
Self-play. The main idea of the algorithm is that the current learning agent will
play with clones of itself to generate learning examples and then optimize their
policies accordingly. Particularly, the learner’s policy πθ act as both πi and π−i .
This approach does not apply diversity explicitly to learning partners since it
exclusively learns from the current policy.
Partner Sampling. Instead of playing with the current policy like self-play, the
policy will be saved periodically every k iterations, keeping only the last n versions. The learner then samples which partner to learn with from past versions
of the policy. Eﬀectively replacing the population P with past n versions of the
policy.
Pre-trained Partners. This approach simply uses pre-trained self-play agents as
partners to introduce diversity since diﬀerent runs of a reinforcement learning
algorithm usually yield diﬀerent agent behaviors [8,11]. In similarity to partner
sampling, it changes the population P with a set of pre-trained agents. The
overall training scheme for each approach is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. The layout of Overcooked game used in the experiments.
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Fig. 2. Overview of each training procedure. The learning agent uses the trajectories
to update its policy after playing with a partner. The static policy parameters will not
be updated. The sampling operation is used when there is a set of possible agents to
choose from.

4

Experiments

In this section, we investigate the source and impact of diversity using previously
applied method. All methods are evaluated under the Overcooked environment.
We consider the following hypotheses:
1. Does partner sampling introduce diversity to the learning partner?
2. Does PBT introduce diversity to the learning partner?
3. Does learning with a set of (diverse) pre-trained agents aid the generalization
of learning agents?
There are four types of agents: self-play (SP), partner sampling (SPpast ),
population-based training (PBT), and agents that learn with pre-trained agents
(PT). All agents in the experiments have the same network architecture and
state representation, based on [4] and optimized with Proximal Policy Optimization [19].
To test the agents’ generalization and diversity, the ﬁrst evaluation method
in this section will be cross-play, in which agents from diﬀerent runs of the
same type play together. This is a proxy of the ad-hoc performance, to establish
whether or not the agents can play with their own type with the only deviation
being the random seed. We note that the self-play scores reﬂect the competence of
the agents while the cross-play scores show compatibility and diversity between
agents. If the agents cannot play with their own type (potentially the minimum
requirement of a robust agent), we also believe they do not generalize to other
kinds of agents. However, if they manage to do well under cross-play, we then
use a separate hold-out set of agents to test their ad-hoc performance.
4.1

Experimental Results

Self-play (SP). We evaluate SP agents using cross-play, resulting in the cross-play
matrix shown in Fig. 3a. Since no diversity is explicitly introduced during training,
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Table 1. Cross-play and self-play performance. The cross-play score is a mean of the
oﬀ-diagonal entries (across populations in the case of PBT) while the self-play score is
a mean of diagonal entries (within a population in the case of PBT) in each respective
cross-play matrix as shown in Fig. 3.
Agent type

Cross-play

Self-play

Vanilla self-play (SP)

18.52 ± 42.38

190.06 ± 16.44

Partner sampling (SPpast )

28.88 ± 46.64

186.80 ± 8.61

Population-based training (PBT)

25.27 ± 56.22

206.36 ± 25.79

Pre-trained partners: random seed (PTseeds )

112.51 ± 28.33

98.78 ± 39.04

Pre-trained partners: hyperparameters (PTdiverse )

175.67 ± 16.18

177.94 ± 13.05

SP agent

SPpast agent

PBT agent

Fig. 3. Cross-play matrix. The average game scores from agents of the same type. The
x and y axes represent the ﬁrst and second player, respectively. The diagonal shows
the self-play performance of that particular agent. Oﬀ-diagonal entries visualize the
cross-play performance. Each entry is evaluated by calculating the empirical episode
reward mean of 100 game trajectories using a corresponding agent pair (ax ,ay ).

as expected, the cross-play scores of SP agents are relatively low compared to their
self-play scores (see Table 1). This type of agent serves as our baseline for the crossplay performance. We note that the cross-play matrix shows that diﬀerent runs
produce diverse but incompatible behaviors.
Partner Sampling (SP past .) This type of agent is identical to the SP except that
it learns with uniformly sampled past versions of itself. While this method is
widely used in previous competitive multi-agent environments, it fails to produce
robust agents under cooperative environments. We further examine as to why
this is the case. To this end, we visualize the cross-play performance of a single
training run of this type, as shown in Fig. 4. We found that past versions of the
same agents can play nicely with other past versions of themselves. This shows
the lack of diversity in this training method since the past versions have similar
behavior and are thus able to play with other versions of themselves but have
low cross-play scores.
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Fig. 4. Cross-play with past versions of an SPpast agent. The x and y axes represent
the ﬁrst and second player respectively. Agents from iteration [100,200,...800] represent
as [1,2,...,8] in both x and y axes.

Population-Based Training (PBT). Here, we implement a round-robin PBT setting where, in an iteration, each agent in the population plays all agents, including itself, then updates its own policy just like the self-play type. After updating
the policy, we replace the worst agent according to the cross-play score within the
population by mutating the hyperparameters of the best performer. In this experiment, a population consists of ﬁve learning agents and there are a total of six diﬀerent populations (training runs). As can be observed from Fig. 3c, agents from the
same population are able to play together quite well (squares along the diagonal)
but, surprisingly, their cross-play performance is similar to SP and SPpast agents.
This result shows that PBT is not a reliable source of diversity, at least in the case
of fully cooperative environments.
Using Pre-trained Agents as Learning Partners. In this experiment, we use
a set of pre-trained self-play agents as learning partners during the training
period. There are two types of pre-trained agents: (i) diﬀer only in random seeds
(PTseeds ); and (ii) diﬀer in various hyperparameters (PTdiverse ). Both types
have 10 agents as training partners and another 10 hold-out test agents for the
ad-hoc team. The cross-play scores of this experiment are visualized separately
in Fig. 5 for clarity. It is clear from Table 1 that PT agents have signiﬁcantly
higher cross-play scores than other agent types. Conﬁrming the fact that learning
with a diverse set of (pre-trained) agents results in greater robustness, although
the self-play performance of PTseeds suﬀers. This also shows the signiﬁcance
of the diversity of behaviors generated by various sets of hyperparameters since
both the self-play and cross-play scores of PTdiverse are signiﬁcantly higher than
PTseeds . Finally, we evaluate the PT agents with the unseen (pre-trained) partners under the ad-hoc team setting. The PTdiverse agents perform better in both
types of test partners as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Ad-hoc team performance of PT agents. Each run is evaluated with 10 test
agents over 100 game trajectories. The s.e.m is calculated from 10 diﬀerent runs for
each type of agent.
Agent type Random seed test

Diverse test

PTseeds

62.22 (s.e.m 15.89)

62.39 (s.e.m 10.18)

PTdiverse

86.73 (s.e.m 15.44) 98.36 (s.e.m 16.33)

Pre-trained: seeds

Pre-trained: diverse

Fig. 5. Cross-play matrix of PT agents. Both PTseeds and PTdiverse have signiﬁcantly
better cross-play performance than displayed in other previous methods.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we show that learning with a diverse set of partners has a positive impact on the generalization of agents. We further investigate how such
diversity can be achieved using various approaches. We ﬁnd that widely used
methods in competitive games do not reliably introduce diversity in cooperative
games including PBT. The results suggest that obtaining partner diversity is
not trivial. Then, we use separate training runs to produce a set of pre-trained
partners, demonstrating that employing a diverse set of partners is better than
just varying the random seeds in terms of generalization (both cross-play and
ad-hoc team performance). Finally, the results of this paper highlight the importance of choosing the appropriate diversiﬁcation method to ensure the required
diversity for the desired task. We hypothesize that the diversity of partners will
play a signiﬁcant role in the robustness of agents in more complex tasks and bigger scale multi-agent environments. In future work, we would like to investigate
further into these scenarios.
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